
 

28mm Crashed Starship – Radar Bubble 

B28-SF-503 
 

Please read these instructions fully before starting construction. 

PVA or equivalent glue will be required to stick sections together. 

Sand paper can be used to gently clean any joints. 

A sharp modelling knife will be required to remove sections from the sprue. Please use knives with due care and 

remember to cut away from yourself at all times. 

During the construction of this model, you may find it convenient to use pegs / elastic bands to hold pieces in 

place while you allow glue to dry. 

 

We suggest you paint portions of this model prior to assembly – see below for a painting guide. 

 

 
Take the five damaged sections and five girders. 

(NB. They are laid out in this position on the sprue) 

 
Stick two girders to the back of one piece and work 

round, attaching each piece in turn. 
 

 
You should end up with a ring which looks like this. 

 

 
The lower section is formed from the three pieces 

shown above. 
 

 
Glue the supports to the underside of the main piece 

(see pic). 
 
 

 
Take the three pieces shown above. 

 



 
Glue them into position so that the central notch is 

facing towards the hole in the ring. 
 

 
Take the remaining wall sections and girders. 

 

 
Add Glue girders into place then add each wall section 

in turn. 
 

 
You should end up with an open sided ball. 

 
Take the radar support arm. 

 
Glue this into place with the lugs facing towards the 

hole. The bottom lug will extend through the 
“floor”. 

 

 
Attach the ball to the base piece uaing the lug to align 

it. (plus see next pic) 
 

 
When correctly in position, the point of the ball 

should overhand the base piece by a few 
millimeters. 

 

 
Take the rader dish and antenna. 

 
Glue these into position on the support arm. 

 

 

 

 



 

Painting 

 

We suggest you paint your model before assembly. 

 

We removed the small girders, radar support arm and girder “leg” from their 

sprues, and sprayed them black (car undercoat spray) and the rest of the kit white 

(car undercoat spray) while it was still on the sprue. Spray BOTH sides. 

 

Once dry, the “white” pieces were then removed from the sprue and all except for 

the “wall” pieces had their edges painted white (model paint) 

 

Any bare metal sections on the “white” pieces were painted black (model paint). All 

black “bare metal” sections (including girders, supports, etc) were then dry brushed 

with a silver colour (DIY / Household Emulsion). 

 

Detail areas were painted red (DIY / Household emulsion paint). 

 

After assembly, any points where lugs were visible and the exposed (flat) 

edges of the walls were overpainted with the appropriate colour, then 

corrosion and rust were then applied (model paints) 

 

The whole model was streaked with a black ink wash (model paint), ensuring 

all streaks worked with gravity towards the lowest point on each piece. 

 

Finally, small patches of static grass were applied to corners, grooves or 

crevices where they would naturally grow. 


